The chandelier cell of the human visual cortex: a Golgi study.
The size, location, distribution, and spatial orientation of the chandelier cell of the human visual cortex are described for the first time. The rapid Golgi method has been utilized to study the structural features of these inhibitory interneurons. The human chandelier cell is a small stellate interneuron with prominent idiodendritic and idioaxonic arborizations. These arborizations are distributed within a narrow rectangular tissue slab that measures approximately 300 X 200 X 100 microns. This relatively small and narrow functional territory is oriented perpendicular to the pial surface and to the long axis of the gyrus. The territory of distribution of its axon is larger than and encloses that of its dendrites. The number of specific axonic terminals (candles) per chandelier cell is also relatively small, ranging from 60 to 80 units. These axonic terminals represent the functional units of the neuron and reflect the number of pyramidal cell axons contacted by it. The chandelier cell of the human visual cortex possibly represents the smallest neuron of this kind described to date. The size of its functional territory and the number of its specific axonic terminals are among the smallest of any neuron of this kind thus far described. It is postulated herein that in the course of mammalian phylogeny the chandelier cell shows a tendency toward a progressive reduction in the size of its functional territory and in the number of its functional units (candles), as well as a tendency toward a more "idio" pattern of distribution for its axonic and dendritic arborizations. Perhaps, these progressive evolutionary modifications could reflect a tendency of this type of interneuron toward an increasing specialization. The possible existence of a relationship between the progressive transformation of the chandelier cell and the increasing visual acuity, dexterity, and skillfulness in the course of mammalian phylogeny should be explored.